Freedom Lost

Are the days of freedom over
Are the days of freedom dead
Will the people let this happen
Without a single word be said

Freedom has a high cost
Lives given the ultimate loss
That cost they willingly give
So that freedom continues to live
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At the break of dawn
I woke to see
My fellow countrymen, slaves to tyranny
Governed by one desire, to be set free
Oppressed time and again
But the glint of hope
To live, enveloped by liberty
Brushing past the routing reign
Underestimating us was their biggest mistake
We are all Indians for God’s sake
We rise in Unison with a seal on a chest
A nationalistic spirit dwelling with zest
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Desire to break confinement
Desire to be different
Desire to unshackle
Driving to rise beyond
Does the freedom define you
This seven letter word
Carries a million stories
Inspiring a billion hearts
A reality check
The barrier lies nowhere
All is in the head
For you to realize and unleashing
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Ochre, yellow brown and red
A splatter of hues underneath my feet
Which without my sprint and carefree tread
Is like an undecorated easel, untouched and bare
The finish line is my paradise
Until there is an odyssey to behold
I shed a tear, draw a blood,
some sweat and sacrifice remain
Benefit of which an unfinished legend shall
Chasing the emptiness that lies between
Upholding my oath to the track I am bound
And yet, it is here I believe
My freedom I have found
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While rest of the world sleep tonight
Our country shall awaken at midnight
Last word that failed to come true
Today we stand as a country that is free,
But not a free country
Proudly we say we are a secular country
But even now, there is man ridicule for who he is
With a smile we say, we are the third largest economy
Not knowing a mother sacrifices
all her meals to feed her son
‘Bharat Mata Ki Jai’ we say
But everyone turns a blind eye to another mother
Who is being stripped off her dignity
A soldier gives his life for his country
And there is a rich man cocooned up at home
Seeing his country to become rich
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Freedom is something which we desire
But it comes to only those who perspire
Though it may seem easily achievable
The reality is not feasible
Great men lay down their lives
For the betterment of the society
Blood and sweat washed this ground
To arouse others to fight with pride
Upkeep is the only duty
That should arise from the responsibility.
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The dove which flew out of its cage
The rat that ran out of its trap
The joy of freedom is immense
We rose from within
To break the shackles of slavery
Walk towards the path of freedom
With hearts filled with patriotism
Grab the torch of freedom
And light up the world with tricolor
Pass on the fire of determination
And let the feeling of unity grow in us
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Running along the line of shore
Watching a plane in the sky which soar
In a country like ours
Where the Ganges is larger than river Rhine
Ours is a country which is famous for its Kashmiri rugs
Now it is almost influenced by drugs
The drugs which eat the man
Away from it I ran
Considered a country with unity in diversity
Now living with drugs of adversity and corruption
Where is the freedom which we got from foreign
Now again being eaten by the awful drug.
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As I woke up I saw myself inside a cage
The bars my friends
Fear of pressure from my peers
Fear of failure
That haunt my dreams
I was determined to conquer it
Freedom from their dreads
Precisely what I needed
Self confidence, I reminded myself
And felt the potential rise in me
To such an extent that my chains clicked
Open and cage blast open
And I was an eagle who attained liberty
From here many trepidations.
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Freedom is so much more
Than a simple right in our laws
There is little freedom we ignore
Engrossed in this busy lifestyle
Freedom is the euphoria of victory
Of having overcome all our obstacles
And as the hero of our own story
Freedom is emancipation from our shackles
Freedom comes in smaller sizes
A worry free heart is one
And you will never find a greater price
Than a burdenless mind filled with fun.
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Tick-tock tick- tock
The clock goes on
Looking at this test paper
The student wonders
what went wrong

He glances wistfully at the clock
Egging it to move on and on and on
Tick-tock tick- tock
The clock goes on…

The student dreams of a place
Not defined my mark
But where learning is fun
A creative fun filled park
The student decides to escape
This gloomy wretched prison
He would rather make creative education
His most important mission
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